Within a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator (SPOPO), the inherent synchronism between the pump and the resonating signal is the magic to partly transfer the coherence property of the pump to the signal. In our demonstration, Vernier effect is observed within a femtosecond SPOPO by simply detuning the FSR of the cavity, generating signal pulses at tunable repetition rate from several GHz to 1 THz with a maxi- 
The generation of ultra-high repetition-rate coherent pulse trains plays an important role in a variety of applications including precision spectroscopy, ultrafast telecommunications, optical clocks and astronomical spectrograph calibration [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . SESAM-mode-locked Er,Yb:galss lasers operate in the 1.5 µm spectral region have enabled increasing the repetition rate up to 100 GHz 8 . For a typical Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser, a repetition rate of 10 GHz was achieved 9 , and even higher repetition rate can be reached via using a Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity after the laser source 10,11 . The Fourier transform of such a high-repetition-rate pulse trains is defined as a frequency comb with large and equal comb-spacing as long as the laser has been actively stabilized 12,13 , and complex Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking is also needed when a FP cavity is used as a comb-line filter for the repetition-rate multiplication 14,15 .
Nowadays, femtosecond optical parametric oscillators (fs-OPOs) are well established midinfrared laser sources taking advantages of high output power, broad tuning range, and broad bandwidth 16 . Due to the lack of frequency comb sources in the mid-infrared wavelength region beyond 2 µm, fs-OPO has been considered as a perfect candidate to realize high power mid-infrared optical frequency comb generation 17,18 . For a synchronously pumped fs-OPO, one can assume that the effective cavity length for fundamental pumping is L f , maintaining a same repetition rate between the pump and the resonating signal. To generate high repetition rate signal pulse trains, harmonic pumping can be used, for which the effective OPO cavity length L OP O = N/M ×L f is chosen, where N and M are both integers, and N/M is irreducible fraction (N < M ). The fundamental repetition rate can thus be multiplied by a factor of M . Multi-GHz repetition rate oscillation based on harmonic pumping can be achieved for both singly-resonate and degenerate OPOs [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In addition, high repetition rate optical frequency comb can also be achieved by actively stabilizing the OPO and coupling the signal into a FP cavity, resulting in a 10 GHz mode spacing in the optical frequency
For a fs-OPO, fundamental pumping scheme which is the most effective method can realize a record-high repetition rate of 10 GHz 26 , limited mainly by the pump source. Meanwhile, Shorter cavity length is needed to achieve high repetition rate oscillation, limited by the lower efficiency due to the large beam waist size in the nonlinear crystal of a shorter cavity. For the FP cavity scheme, complex PDH locking is needed, determining a better transmission of selected comb lines. To avoid all the drawbacks mentioned above, we consider to use the harmonic pumping scheme with large numbers of previously defined M and N , simply achieved by slightly detuning the cavity length. The similar technique was demonstrated previously in the picosecond regime, realizing a multi-gigahertz repetition rate oscillation 27 . In this letter, we report on a femtosecond laser pumped optical paramet- realizing high repetition rates tunable from multi GHz to more than 1 THz. In an extreme case, the fundamentally pumped signal pulse oscillates with the harmonically pumped signal pulse simultaneously. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of this phenomena for high repetition pulse generation in the femtosecond regime, and record-high repetition rate up to 1 THz are realized by simply detuning the cavity length. As most previous works interpreted this technique by using the term of "harmonic pumping" in time domain, we also offer a new perspective of "Vernier effect" that is a perfect interpretation of this technique in the frequency domain [28] [29] [30] .
The basic principle of Vernier effect within a fs-OPO is illustrated in Fig. 1 . For a fs-OPO, the pump is down-converted into the signal and the idler within a nonlinear crystal.
By properly designing a cavity around the crystal, the signal can resonate inside the cavity, thus the idler is amplified by the different frequency generation (DFG) between the pump and the circulated signal. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a) , Vernier effect can be induced by slightly detuning the length of the OPO cavity, and the signal then travels more than one round trip to overlap with the pump again. For fundamental pumping, the resonating signal are excited within all cavity modes separated by a space equal to the repetition rate of the pump (f rep ), as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The free spectral range(FSR) of the cavity changes when the cavity length is detuned, the consequence is a periodically coupling between the this case, only the comb lines within the modes of the cavity are excited, constituting a new comb structure with larger comb spacing corresponding to a higher repetition rate in time domain. To prove our theory, the experimental work described in this paper concentrates on the characterization of signal mainly in the frequency domain.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2 . A fs-OPO is pumped by a high power Ybfiber laser, and a commercial Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) is used to monitor the output of the fs-OPO. The fs-OPO employed here is similar to that reported in 31 . The difference is that only one crystal is pumped directly by a single Yb-fiber laser providing The fundamental pumping synchronized by the pump repetition rate of 90 MHz is realized when the cavity length is around 3.3 m, the recorded signal and idler spectra are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. A spectral broadening of the signal can be observed, covering a full spectral range of 1000 nm centered at 1650 nm, which is mainly due to the cascaded quadratic nonlinearity 33 . As can be seen in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) , when the cavity length is detuned by -131 µm, both fundamentally and harmonically pumped signals are resonating simultaneously within the OPO cavity, due to the cavity-length detuning tolerance of the fundamental pumping 34 . In Fig. 3(c) , the spacing between two comb structures are 1.358 THz, corresponding to more than ten thousands round trips for one signal pulse to overlap with a pump pulse again. It is also worth noticing that, both fundamentally and harmonically pumped idlers (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) ) have the same repetition rate no matter if the cavity length is detuned, as the idler pulse can only be generated when the non-resonate pump presents 35 .
By further detuning the cavity length beyond the tolerance of the fundamental pumping, only harmonically pumped signal is able to resonate inside the OPO cavity at certain discrete detuning positions up to a detuned distance of -3655 µm. Some of the measured spectra for both signal and idler are shown in Fig. 4 . Assume that the cavity length detuning is ∆L, f comb represent the comb spacing of the signal, FWHM is the full width half maximum bandwidth and τ is the pulse duration in time domain. All parameters concerning the results shown in Fig. 4 are illustrated in Table I . For instance, when the cavity is detuned by -788 µm, the signal has a comb-like structure with a spacing of 202.5 GHz corresponding to the repetition rate of the signal. The FWHM bandwidth is 22.07 nm supporting 177 fs pulses. When the cavity-length-detuning is -3655 µm, the comb spacing can not be resolved by the FTS limited by its resolution.
A simulation has been done based on the perspective of the Vernier effect. Based on this assumption, the cavity length detuning can be calculated by
where L f is the cavity length for fundamental pumping, M and N are also previously defined.
The comb spacing of the comb-like structure at different cavity-length-detuning position can 8 then be describe as
Where c is speed of light. From Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, each array (M , N ) can be mapped to an array of (∆L, f comb ), the relationship between ∆L and f comb can be solved. The simulation result is compared to the experimental result for the discrete different cavitylength-detuning positions as illustrated in Fig. 5 , indicating a good agreement between them.
For the simulation, we take into account the real pumping repetition rate of 89.9 MHz and the tolerance of the cavity-length-detuning of the fundamental pumping cause the relative larger error when the detuning is near 0 µm.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the Vernier effect in frequency domain within a synchronously pumped fs-OPO, that has been interpreted previously as harmonically pumping in time domain. The repetition rate of the signal can be tuned from multi-GHz to above 1 THz by slightly detuning the cavity length. This observation offers a simple method for the active filtering of dense frequency comb lines instead of using FP cavities with complex locking system to reach tens of GHz comb spacing. Compare to the previous work 27 , we extend this technique to fs-OPOs and give a interpretation in frequency domain linked to the well-known Vernier effect for the first time. The simulation gives good agreement compared to the experimental results. We believe that this tunable OPO will be an ideal source for astro-comb generation in the future by means of active stabilization as well as for ultrafast telecom applications.
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